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Playing with a shoulder rest.

?               system
   suits you best
Which

Each DOLFINOS system has its unique advantages to
offer. The following guide can point you in the direction of
the system that would best suit your needs, based on the
posture that you are used to from your previous
equipment. 

Your instrument sits
firmly on your
shoulder. The pin of
your violin points
directly to the center
of your neck and your
chin is placed in the
center of the violin.
You prefer to have
the violin in front of
you and keep it as
flat as possible.

Your instrument sits
on your shoulder. The
pin of your violin
points to the center
of your neck and your
chin is placed in the
center of the violin.
You prefer to have
the scroll not too far
in front of you, but
also not too far to the
left.

Your instrument sits
partly on your
shoulder and partly
on your chest. You
prefer to tilt your
instrument slightly to
the right but like to
have the scroll a little
more to the left. Your
place your chin a
little more to the left
of the tailpiece.

Your instrument sits
partly on your
shoulder and partly
on your chest. You
prefer to position the
instrument slanted to
the ground and place
your chin in the left
part of the
instrument. Your
scroll is pointed more
to the left.
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Carbon+
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Note: these gradations are meant to represent the likelihood that a particular rest system might suit you. No
guarantee can be given for any deviations. If in doubt, we recommend that you contact us directly at
sales@dolfinos.com.
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Playing without a shoulder rest.
When playing without a shoulder rest, the PURE Edition will
most likely be your choice. You will benefit from our easily
height-adjustable chinrests, as well as our patented DOLFINOS
adapter which supports the free resonance of your instrument.

We recommend to use the PURE Edition in combination with
our DOLFINOS Grip Pad, a washable, skin- and varnish-friendly
anti-slip pad, featuring our innovative micro-lamella technology
for best possible adhesion. 

Choosing the right chinrest is crucial in finding a comfortable playing position and maintaining a
good posture. As our system is designed to encourage a healthy playing position, it is possible that
the chinrest you need for using DOLFINOS differs greatly from the one that you currently have. Still,
the following guide aims to assist you in making the right choice based on what kind of chinrest you
currently have in use. 

?               chinrest
   should you get
Which

Chosen by  
users of

Position

Material

Colours

Variants

Vienna Berlin Lisbon Sofia

black/
brown

-

wood

centered

black/
brown

high/low

wood wood ABS

centered left left

Flesch
Berber
Teka

- -

black/
brown

black

GuarneriFlesch
Berber
Teka

Guarneri

Guarneri

The following options are also available: Flesch, Berber (left, middle, right) and Guarneri.
Replica of your current chinrest. Contact us at
sales@dolfinos.com for more information.


